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1 
Let a > 0, A > 0, 6, B be integers which satisfy aB#Ab, and q(x) a 
real-valued function defined for x> 2. In this paper I consider the 
frequency Fx(z), among the positive integers n not exceeding x, of 
those for which the real-valued additive functions J;, j = 1, 2. satisfy 
f, (an + b) -fi (An + B) - q(x) d z. 
THEOREM 1. The following three propositions are equivalent. 
(i) There is an q(x) so thut the frequencies F,(z) converge weakly to 
a distribution function as x + co. 
(ii) There is an q(x) so that 
lim limsup(1 -F,(z)+F.~(-z))=O. 
- - 07 .r - cc 
(iii) There are real numbers 0~~ so that the series 
c ‘? c 
(fi(P)-OrjlogP)* j= I, 2, 
Ir/W-*,~wPl>~ p I/,W-~,~ogPl G 1 P ’ 
converge. 
Suppose that B(X) >O, p(x) -+ 03 as x --) co, and for each positive 
y, p(x-“)/b(x) + 1 as x--f co. Combining the methods of this paper with 
those of Elliott [2, Chap. 213, one may give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the frequencies F,(z/?(x)), with a suitably chosen q(x), to 
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converge weakly as .Y + CZI. This gives the appropriate analogue of 
Theorem (21.1) of that reference without assumptions on the mean and 
variance of the frequencies. In particular, analogues may be given of all the 
theorems in Elliott [ 1, Chap. 161. concerning the simulation of additive 
functions by values of sums of independent random variables. In place of a 
single function we may have the difference f, (an + h) - f2 (An + B). 
If f, (an + h) -f2(An + B) approaches a constant as n + cc through a 
sequence of asymptotic density 1, then ,fi.(~) = ui log n, j = 1, 2, holds on 
those integers n which are prime to aA(aB - Ab). 
For differences ,f(n + 1) -,f(n) of the same function, with a(.~) =O, the 
equivalence of propositions (i) and (iii) of Theorem 1, and so its 
ramifications, was obtained by Hildebrand [6]. His argument begins with 
a novel application of the Large Sieve, suited to the consideration of 
differences f(n + k)-f(n) for a fixed k #O. This seems not to extend to 
di.fferences f(an + b) -f(An + B) nor to allow translations q(s), much less 
to allow the introduction of differing functions,f;. In this paper I abandon 
this application of the Large Sieve and introduce new ideas (see Section 3). 
These concern the value distribution of complex multiplicative functions g 
about which we assume only that Ig(n)l d 1 holds for all n. They are of 
interest for themselves. 
The theorem and the lemmas are numbered consecutively. 
2 
It is convenient to recast proposition (ii) of Theorem 1 using the 
language of Fourier transforms. To this end we note the following result 
concerning distribution functions G(z) and their corresponding charac- 
teristic functions d(t), t real. 
LEMMA 2. 
lim lim sup( 1 -G,(z) + G,( -2)) =0 
: Y -/z x + % 
for a sequence of distribution functions G,(z), fund only if 
lim limsup sup jfjr(t)-lI=O. 
r-0 Y-r lfl <r 
Proof: For 5 # 0 
(1) 
(2) 
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Hence 
Sin zz 
< l-- 
> 
dG(z) 
ZZ 
so that (1) follows from (2). In the other direction 
d(t)- 1 =j ,=, < ,, r (err= - 1) Wz) + j 
1 VT 
,~, > l, r (err- - 1) dG(z). 
\c 
For IfI 6 t the first integrand is < 1 tzl ,< J’ r in absolute value; the second is 
d 2. Condition (2) follows from (1). 
That for a suitable v](x) the weak convergence of the frequencies F,(z) 
follows from the convergence of the series (iii) may be obtained by trun- 
cating the functions fj, as in the proof of the ErdijsWintner theorem given 
in Elliott [l, Chap. 51. See, also, Elliott [2, Chap. 211. It is easy to see 
that if the F,(z) converge weakly, then the condition of (ii) is satisfied. 
Accordingly, I shall concentrate on the assertion that (ii) implies (iii). 
In our present circumstances the role of d,(t) is played by 
[xl PI ev( -iv(x)) 1 g, (an + b) g,(An + b), 
“<T 
where gj(n) = exp(it&.(n)), j = 1,2, and we examine the consequences of the 
hypothesis (2). 
Remark. The quantity I#,( t) - 1 I in the condition (2) of Lemma 2 may 
be replaced by 
tj(r)=jr /err’- II dG(z). 
- am 
Clearly 1$,(t) - 11 < $(t), and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
$(f)2<jIx le”‘- 112dG(z)=2(1 -Re#,(t))d2 11 -b,(t)). 
This brings a practical advantage. 
641;32!3-6 
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3 
In this section g will be a complex-valued multiplicative function which 
satisfies jg(n)l < 1 for all positive integers n. It is the results of this section 
that allow the introduction of the generality in Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 3. The estimate 
ncr(mod D) lfl.D)= I 
holds uniformly for y < x, all (r, D) = 1, for all moduli D, except possibly for 
those moduli D which are multiples of a certain D, > 1. 
Proof See Elliott [3]. The choice of a non-principal Dirichlet character 
(mod 3) for g shows that the exceptional moduli may all occur. 
LEMMA 4. There is a positive constant cO, so that if 0 <fi < 4 and 
D > 0, k are integers, then 
C’ p max max C 
1 X2 
g(n)-- 
p<d Y&X (r,pl=l nC> P-l 
c g(n) 29p. 
n<y (log x)CO 
n=klmodDl n = k(mod D) 
ncr(modp) lfl,P) = 1 
Here ’ denotes that the mod&i p run over all the primes up to xs, with the 
possible exception of at most $(D). 
Proof. This result is proved by Elliott [4]. 
The next two lemmas show that when considering the mean-value of 
g(n), extra conditions which do not severely modify the range of integers n 
or their prime divisors may be factored out. As will be seen, there is a tacit 
restriction upon the values of g(p). With an appropriate reformulation of 
the lemmas, this restriction may be removed. Since that would require 
more extensive proofs and would not be of advantage in the present 
situation, I leave it to another occasion. 
LEMMA 5. Let 
L= c pm I Il-dP)l. 
Then 
nC,wdn)=A C g( ) 0 - 
. 
nix n + (EeLI (z)“‘), (3) 
uniformly for 1 d w d x. 
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Proof Without loss of generality we may assume w  > 1. For complex 
s = (T + iz, o = Re(s), let G(s) = C g(n) n-“, with the summation over all 
positive integers n. If necessary we extend the definition of g by setting it to 
be zero on the prime-powers greater than x. For I d y < x, x 2 2, there is a 
representation 
S(y)=; c g~n)lognlog~=-&j G’(s’,~5-‘d& (4) 
n < .v (no) 
taken over the line Re(s) = go = 1 + (log x))‘. By applying the method of 
Hal&z, as described in Elliott [l, Chap. 61, the contribution to this 
integral arising from the range 1r1 > (a0 - 1 ))4 is seen to be .$ (log x)- I. 
On the intervals K(o, - 1) < ITI < (a, - 1 ))4 we may employ the Euler 
product representations of G(s) and the Riemann zeta function c(s) to 
obtain the bound 
G(s)i(s))‘Gexp C J--11-y(p)l <Ed. 
( PCY > 
Since c(s) has a simple pole at s = 1 and is 6 log(2 + Itl) in the region 
Re(s)> 1, ItI > 1 (Prachar [S, Satz 4.3, p. 64]), we have 
G(s) < eL 
1 
VcJo- 1) 
+ loglog x 
> 
there. As in Elliott [ 1, Chap. 61, the contribution towards S(y) coming 
from these intervals of r-values is seen to be 
( 1 loglog x “3 <eL13 z+--- log I > log x. 
We may clearly suppose that 1 < w  < .x/4. We replace y in (4) by x/w 
and over the range Re(s)=a,, Ir/ <K(a,-1), estimate w-“~‘) by 
1 + 0( (1 + K) log w/log x). Since 
I dz (W) IG’(s)l p3 log -x IrlGK(m-I) 
(cf. Elliott [l, Chap. 6, pp. 228 and 234238]),we have 
G’(s) xs ~ l 
s= 
ds 
I4CK(FI0- I) 
+o logx ( ( (1 + K) log w+ eL,3 1 loglog x “3 log x i z+--- 1 )I logx . 
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At the expense of a further error of the same type we may remove 
the condition 1~1 d K(o,- 1) in the integral. With the choice 
K= (e L’3 log x/log w) 3’4 this leads to the estimate 
To remove the weights log x/n, log x/(wn) we consider 
t(S(x)-(l-s)S(x(l-s)))= C g(n)logn+O(sxlogx+logx) 
n < .x 
uniformly for 0 < E < 4. A similar representation holds with x/w in place of 
x, since x( 1 - E)/W 3 2. Choosing E suitable shows that 
f C g(n)logn=b C g(n)10gn+O(eL~8(~)“810gx) (5) 
n < .X/H n < .x 
provided eL’*(log 2HI/log x)“* d +. But if this restriction fails, then the 
inequality (5) is trivially valid. 
To remove the weights log n we estimate these last sums crudely over the 
range n < x/( u’ log x), and over the range x/( uj log x) < n 6 x replace log n 
by log x + O(log(w log x)). This introduces an extra error which is 
6 log(w log x), and so within an error similar to that at (5). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 6. Let 
L= c p-l ll-kdP)l. 
psi’ 
Then 
.IE, g(n) = v(D) C g(n) + 0 (6) 
“<r 
with 
> 
I 
c P-kg(Pk) 
k < log x/log P 
holds uniformly for x > 2 and odd integers D. It holds for even integers also, 
provided 
1+ 1 2 -kg(2k) >,c,>o. 
k < log x/log 2 
(7) 
In this case the error term depends on c, 
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Proof: For the proof of this lemma we note that the Dirichlet series 
which corresponds to the multiplicative function which is g(n) when 
(n, D)= 1, and =0 otherwise, has the form 0(s))’ G(s), where 
1 P -k”s(Pk) . 
k < log x/log p > 
We need not continue the summation over k any further, because it will 
not affect the representations such as (4) when 1 d )‘< x. In our present 
circumstances 
As in the proof of (3) we treat the integral involving (0(s))’ G(s))’ by first 
reducing it to the range 1~1 d K(a, - 1). On that range we split the integral 
into two pieces, corresponding to the above decomposition of the 
integrand. 
In the integral of 0(s))’ G’(S) we replace e(s) by 0( 1). The elementary 
bounds 
c lWP - & loglog 30, pF’ ; < logloglog 30 + O( 1) 
PID p 
are useful in this step. For even D we apply the extra hypothesis (7) 
concerning the behavior of g on the powers of 2 to get an upper bound for 
8(s))’ on the line segment Re(s) = co, (71 < K(a, - 1) which is uniform in 
x. Provided K(o, - 1) does not exceed a certain constant dependent on C, 
we have 
e(s) -I< exp 
Moreover, if 
1% P 
K(a,-- 1) 1 -< 1, 
PlD P 
then the replacement of e(s) by 0( 1) introduces an error of 
6 le( l)[ -I Kloglog 30 < K(loglog 3D)2. We may now continue as in the 
proof of (3), save that a factor 0( 1) ~ ’ = q(D) appears in the leading term 
and contributes an extra factor of 18(1)1-’ to the error terms. 
There is a new error term introduced by the integral 
1 -- 
2ni s 
e’(S) G(s) Xs- ’ 
ds. 
(CO) (@b)’ 
lrlGK(m-1) 
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- 6 loglog 30, 
so that the factors of the integrand involving 0(s) are < (loglog 3D)2. An 
application of the CauchyySchwarz inequality and then of Plancherel’s 
theorem (cf. Elliott [l, Chap. 6. p. 2281) shows that 
5 dr 112 
(Q) 
IG(s)l lslz Q (log .u) , 
and the extra error term is manageable. 
We remove the weights log .x/n and log n as for (3), there being no ~1. 
The division of cases is now between (log x) ’ loglog 30 < 1 so that we 
may choose K= (log x)3/4 and satisfy (8); and (log x) pi14 loglog 30 $ 1 
when the assertion of (6) is trivially valid. 
4 
Before proceeding I note that we may assume the additive functions&. in 
Theorem 1 to satisfy f;(uu)=f;(u)+~(o) whether the integers U, u are 
coprime or not, classically labelled completelv additive. 
For j = 1, 2, let h, be the additive function defined by h,(p”) = m&(p), 
and let H,(Z) be the distribution function corresponding to F,(z). For 
E>O we can choose a positive r so that the asymptotic density of those 
integers divisible by the square of a prime exceeding r, or a power pk, with 
k > r. of a prime p not exceeding r, is at most 
c +(1-f) ‘+ c-j<,. 
p<r P>r 
Let 
kf= i 2 c I&(P”)l. 
i=lp<rk<r 
After removing a sequence of density at most E, we see that on the 
remaining integers IJ;(n) - h,(n)1 GM, j= 1, 2. In particular 
limsup(l-H,(=+2M)+H,(-:-2M)) 
1: - x 
dlimsup(1 -F,(z)+F,(-z))+~E 
1: + 7 
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for each positive Z. Letting z -+ cc and E + 0 shows that if the F,(Z) satisfy 
proposition (i) of Theorem 1, then so do the H,(z). Since the propositions 
(iii) for the fi and 11, coincide, our assumption is justified. 
Furthermore, we may assume the functions f/ to be the same. 
Replacing n with n + 1, if necessary, we may assume that b # 0. For each 
E > 0 there is a positive Z, so that for all large x the interval 1 <n < x 
contains at least (1 --E)x integers for which 
If,(un+b)-fi(An+B)-cc(x)1 <z, 
Replacing n by bBn and employing the complete additivity of the f,, the 
same may be said with respect to the inequality 
Ifi(~B~+1)-f,(~bn+1)-~(-~)l6,-,+I,f,(b)l+lf,(B)I. 
Arguing with (uB + 1) n + 1 in place of n we see that there are at least 
(1 - 2&)x integers n not exceeding x for which we may further assert that 
If,(aBn+ l)-fi(Ab(uB+ l)n+Ab+ l)-Al <z?, 
with z2 = zI + Ifi (b)l + Ifi (B)I + Ifi (aB + 1 )I. Elimination of the fi term 
between these last two inequalities gives 
)f,(Abn+ l)-f,(Ab(aB+ l)n+Ab+ l)] ~22,. 
Since 
det 
Ab 1 
Ab(uB+ 1) Ab+ 1 > 
=Ab(Ab-uB)#O, 
our second assertion is justified. 
These specializations will not play a vital rBle in the following analysis, 
but will allow some simplification. 
5 
Theorem 1 is largely contained in the following result. 
LEMMA 7. Let a > 0, A > 0, b, B be integers for u!hich A = uB - Ab # 0, 
x 3 2 real. Then there are positive constants cz < 1, cj bvith the fbllowing 
property: 
Let f he a completely additive jitnction for Mlhich g(n) = exp(itf(n)) 
su tisfies 
sup J ’ c Ig(un+b)-e’fV’“‘g(An+B)I <6 
r;,’ < 1’ c ,- ns, 
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for some real v(y) and some 6 in the range (log x) - ‘2 < 6 < 4, uniformly for 
1 t( < t,, t, > 0. Assume further that 
c p-’ I1 -Y(P)12~;log$ 
p < I 
holds uniformly for I tI < t,. Then there is real p, lptol < 1, so that 
1 P-l 11 -d4P’~‘12~c3 
p c -1 
holds uniformly for ItI < t,. The constant c3 depends at most on the four 
initial integers; c2 is absolute. 
Note that c3 does not depend on to. 
The proof of Lemma 7 occupies the next four sections. In fact it is 
instructive to begin with the more general hypothesis. 
sup min y-’ c (g,(an+b)-yg,(An+B)1’66, 
2 < .v < I I y I < j. EC, 
where 2 is a positive real and the gj are completely multiplicative functions 
with values on the unit circle. We employ a dual of the Turk-Kubilius 
inequality. 
LEMMA 8. The inequality 
holds uniformly for all x > 1 and complex numbers d,, 1 6 n d x. 
ProoJ This is Lemma (4.7) of Elliott [ 11. 
We replace d, by zero unless n is of the form am + b. Straightforward 
applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality show that if we increase the 
constant 16, then we may replace 
P-’ 1 4 by (~-1)~’ 1 dm. 
” G .r ” < x 
(Am+B.p)=l 
In the resulting inequality we set d,, = g, (am + b) - yg,(Am + B). Then 
,:-rpl 1 g,(am+b) 
um+b<\- 
um+b=O(modp) 
1 -- 
P-l 
c gl(am+b)-Mp) ‘<x24x) (9) 
am+bsr 
(.4m + B,p) = 1 
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with 
d(x)=; c /g,(am+b)-yg,(Am+B)IZ um+h<.x 
for a certain constant cd, and 
Ii/(p)= c 1 g,(Am+B)-- 
P-l c 
g2 (Am + B). 
am+b<.x om+h<r 
um+b=O(modp) (Am+B.p)=l 
If a prime p divides both urn + b and Am + B, then it divides d = aB - 
Ab = a(Am + B) - A(am + b). By fixing 8, 0 < /3 < 4, and reducing the sum- 
mation in (9) to primes p <xB with possibly 2laAAl removed, including 
those which divide aA, we may apply Lemma 4 to obtain 
= I ” P c g,(am+b) p < xfl om+b<x 
urn + b s O(mod p) 
1 2 
A- 
P-l 
C g,(um+b) <x%(x)+c,x2(logx)-“6 (10) 
umth<: 
(Am + B.p) = 1 
for certain constants c6 (absolute) and c5 (depending upon a, b, A, B, 
and A). Along the lines of Elliott [2, Chap. 81, I have removed one of the 
multiplicative functions from consideration. For ease of notation I drop 
the suffix 1. 
The second mnersum at (10) can be expressed in the form 
c g(n)- 1 g(n 1. 
n < .x n < x,n E b(mod a) 
n G h(mod a) An + A = O(mod p) 
At the expense of removing at most cp( IAl ) further prime moduli from the 
summation at (lo), we may again apply Lemma 4 to replace this last sum 
by 
1 
c 
1 
P-l 
g(n)=- 
n Q .x, n E &mod a) P-l 
c 
1 
0) -- 
n s i P-l 
c g(w). 
ptTl<\- 
(4P) = 1 n = b(mod a) pm e &mod a) 
Further removing the prime p = 2 from the moduli at (10) we see that by 
adjusting the constant c5, if necessary, 
g(n) ‘d 2 d(x) + c,(l0g x)p. 
pm s b(mod a) n=h(modu) 
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Wedeline D=(a,b),a,=uD~‘,b,=bD~‘. 
M(y,r)=y ’ C s(n)3 M(y)=J’-’ c s(n). 
For (p, a) = 1 we may factor g(D) from a typical innersum 
where pp = l(mod a,). In this way, with possibly further adjustments to the 
constants c5 and c6, we reach 
Here the prime moduli p run over all those not exceeding xlr, with at most 
4 1aAdl omitted, including those which divide 2aA. Our aim is to vary s 
and solve this approximate functional equation for the M(y, r) as far as 
possible. To some extent these cp(u,) unknown functions may be reduced to 
a single one. 
Let P(X) denote the upper bound at (11). Without loss of generality I 
shall assume that 12c, 6 1. For each r prime to a,, r # 1, let pr be the first 
prime p E r(mod a,) counted in the sum ” at (11). Set p1 = 1 and denote by 
p,, the maximum of the complete set of pr. Note that as a consequence of 
Lemmas 3 and 4, the condition ” may be assumed to remove the same 
moduli even when x in ( 11) is replaced by any x, , exp((log x)~/“) 6 X, < X. 
LEMMA 9. The estimate 
holds uniformly in r prime to u, 
Proof: It follows from (11) that 
In the solution of the approximate functional equation (11) we employ 
the following result. 
LEMMA 10. For real Q 3 2, K 3 10 let up he complex numbers, la, 1 = 1, 
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one for each prime p = r(mod b), (r, b) = 1, b 2 1, in the range Q <p d QK. 
Let Ii/(w) be a complex-valued function, defined for real u’, 1 6 w  d Q’“, 
which satisfies 
I$(w’) - $(w)l GE> ld~d~“~~‘(l+Q~“‘)~Q’~ (12) 
and 
Then there is a real number tl, 11~1 < Q, for which 
l)(w) = I)( 1) M’;= + O(E) 
with an implied constant that depends at most on b, uniforml?) for 1 6 w  < Q. 
Proof: This is Lemma 2 of Hildebrand [S], save that I have incor- 
porated the condition p = r(mod b). For this I employ the estimate for the 
number of such primes in short intervals provided by Prachar [S, 
Satz (3.2), p. 3231, bearing in mind the remarks which he makes following 
the statement of Satz (3.3) on the same page. Lemma 10 represents a 
multiplicative variant of the approximate functional equation appearing in 
Elliott [2, Chap. 91. 
I shall apply Lemma 10 to (11) by applying Lemma 9 to essentially 
reduce the number of unknown functions to one. There is an alternative 
procedure. One may establish a version of Lemma 10 involving an 
equation. 
with two unknown functions p and rj, and the primes p restricted to a 
reduced residue class (mod a,). This we may then apply d(a,) times. In 
these matters the remark made in Elliott [2, Chap. 9, p. 1841 is relevant. 
We set Q = x114’, K= 10. After an application of the CauchyySchwarz 
inequality and the elementary bound 
~<~~~~=io%K+o((logQ)~I). 
we deduce from (11) that, provided fi 3 f, 
uniformly for 1 d t < Q”. 
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Setting $(w) = M(x/(Dw), b,) and restricting ourselves to the primes 
p E l(mod a,), we see that condition (13) of Lemma 10 is satisfied with 
ap = g(p) and 
E = C, 
( 
sup d(,V)“2 + (log x) mL.6’2 .
.y’.‘Z < I‘ < li . . > 
Moreover, we have trivially that 
uniformly for y b 1 and 0 6 8 d 1. By adjusting upwards the value of the 
constant c,, if necessary, the condition (12) will also be satisfied. Alter- 
natively, we may apply (3) of Lemma 5. We have therefore the represen- 
tation 
M(--$, h,)=M(;, b,) w’“+O(E) (14) 
with Ial <X~/~, uniformly for 1 6 U’ < x1140. 
LEMMA 11. For each x > 2 there is a real c(, lcll d 1, so that 
and 
M(--$)=M(;) w’+o( sup r,/‘~,,srIl(y)“2+(logx)~‘* ) (16) 
hold uniformly for (r, a,) = 1, 1 < w  < ~‘1~‘. Moreover 
M(;)=W(;,b,)+O(EJ 
with 
(17) 
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and E, the upper bound appearing at (15). In particular 1 yJ d a,. The implied 
constants depend at most on a,. 
Proof: In view of (14) the asymptotic estimate (15) follows from 
Lemma 9. 
For each r prime to a,, by (15), and Lemma 9, 
By means of this estimate there is a representation 
(~if$;)“)M(;,b,)= ;, M(f&b,)+O(q). 
(r.o1)= 1 
The sum on the right-hand side has the alternative form 
which we estimate by applying Lemmas 6 and 5. To this end we note that if 
the constant c2 in the statement of Lemma 7 is given a sufficiently small 
value, then by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
In particular, exp(L/3) 4 (log x)““‘. Hence the above sum can be 
estimated by 
4 - 1 -g(P) PIal P > 0 M ; + O(logx))“9), 
and we have established (17). 
The estimate (16) follows from (17) together with the case r= 1 of (15), 
again employing Lemma 5. It remains to establish the bound on ~1. This I 
shall do following Lemma 12. 
It is interesting to compare (16) of Lemma 11 with (3) of Lemma 5. 
According to that result 
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uniformly for 1 < w  <x. This is useful only if MI does not reach a power of 
x. Lemma 11, which is reached via the dual of the Turin-Kubilius 
inequality, asserts a result with a much larger useful uniformity in W. It is 
paid for by introducing the requirement that the mean differences d(x) be 
small, in order to gain something from applying the Turan-Kubilius dual; 
moreover, the parameter a is only partially located. 
It should be remarked that if a, b, A, B have highest common factor 1, 
then either a, or A(A, B)-’ will not be a multiple of the exceptional 
modulus D,, of Lemma 3. Then without loss of generality 
1 
M(x, r)=-&---& 
n( 
, -g(P) 
p Mb)+wEl) 
> 
holds uniformly for (Y, a, ) = 1. 
LEMMA 12. If 6 is sufficiently small and x is sufficiently large (in terms 
of the integers a, 6, A, B and of A), then 
Proof: Provided the constant c2 in the statement of Lemma 7 is taken 
sufficiently (absolutely). small, it follows from the second part of Lemma 11 
that 
uniformly for u39/40 < u < u, x36 6 v <x/D. Arguing by induction we deduce 
that 
for x3* d y d x/D. 
Consider now the Dirichlet series 
G(o)=a jr M(y)y-“dy 
1 
with r~ = 1 + (3 log x) -‘. The ranges 1 < y < x36, y > x/D trivially con- 
tribute 
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to the integral. The above estimate for IM(y)l shows that the range 
.Y’~ <y < x/D contributes 
-g(a- 1)-l (pl!l(;)~ +P). 
In terms of the Riemann zeta function [(a) we can express this in the form 
IG(a)l i(a)-‘6 M ; +6l’*. I 01 
The ratio of these Dirichlet series has the alternative representation 
exp - F$(l-Repip))+O(l)) 
( 
derived from their Euler products. The well-known Chebyshev estimate 
<w/log w  for the number of primes up to NJ shows that the terms in this 
exponential with p > xfi contribute a bounded amount. The terms with 
p < ~fi contribute 
by an hypothesis of Lemma 7. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 12. It is a consequence of this result, 
(17) and Lemma 9 that IM(x/p,D, ?b,)l %>6’14 for each r prime to a,. 
We can now complete the proof of Lemma 11. Suppose (to the contrary) 
that 1x1 > 1. From (16) with w= 1 + (214)’ and (3) of Lemma 5 (con- 
tinuing in the notation of Lemma 1 1 ), 
Here the coefficient of M(x/D) has the absolute value 
so that M(x/D) 6 6. For sufficiently small 6 this contradicts the assertion of 
Lemma 12. 
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6 
In this section the mean-values M in the inequality (11) will be largely 
factored out. 
LEMMA 13. For each r prime to a, there is a w,, (w,( = 1, so that 
Moreover, there is a continuous real function $(t) so that w, = exp($( t)) + 
O(d3j4) uniformly for (t( Gt,. 
Proof: With X, =.x”~‘, define 
fi(,v, r) = &jr’ M(i, r) wp”$, y>O, 
formally adopting the representation of Lemma 11. The integral represents 
an averaging on the multiplicative group of positive reals. Set z = x/(p,D). 
In view of Lemmas 9 and 11 
1 
k(z, r) = - 
j  log-u, 1 
” (M(z, r) + O(6)) f = M(z, r) + O(6) (18) 
so that A(z, r) and M(z, r) are close for each r prime to a,. In particular, 
d1j4 6 Iti(z, r)l < IA(z, b,)l. 
If now 1 <y<x,, then 
= A&z, r) )li’+ 0 ( 
1% Y - 
log x, 
= ti(z, r) y’” + 0 
( 
1% Y - 
log Ii Mb, r)l 1 (19) 
uniformly in r prime to a,. ,. 
The functions M(y, r) satisfy an approximate functional equation similar 
to that satisfied by the M(v, r): 
(20) 
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Indeed 
Setting r =pb, for the prime p. multiplying by p ~ ‘, and summing over the 
range p d 9 ‘I3 with the restriction U of inequality (1 I ), we bound the sum at 
(20) by 
provided b 3 3, say. 
We apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for each prime p: 
Restricting ourselves to the primes p- r(mod a,) we see from (20) (19), 
and (18) that 
c” ~IA(-,b,)-y(p)p”~(~.ub,)12 
P<.YI 
p-r(modu,) 
*@(z,fb,), (21) 
Since 1 1~1 - [uI 1 6 1 u - VI, a similar upper bound is obtained for the sum 
C” 
PSYl 
;I ,A&=, b,)l - lit&z, ib,)l 1’. 
p = r(mod u, ) 
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Define us,. to be exp(i(arg k(z, ?b,) - arg k(~, h,))). We see that 
which together with (21) gives 
Since IM(r, 6,)l 9 IM(x/D, b,)l B 6’14, this justifies the first assertion of 
Lemma 13, for the condition ’ may clearly be omitted, and the extra range 
xi bp 6 x contributes a bounded amount. The second assertion, concern- 
ing u’~, is justified by defining a continuous $(t) so that exp(i$(t)) = 
exp(i(arg M(z, Jb,) - arg M(z, h,))) and applying (18). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 13. 
7 
Until now the parameter r has played no role whatsoever in the 
argument, which could have been carried out over any set of t-values, 
including a single value. In this and the following section, I specialize g to 
exp(itf(n)), and examine the dependence of the parameters MJ, and a on t. I 
employ approximate functional equations. 
LEMMA 14. For s = o + iz, CJ = Re(s), 
log L(s, X) 4 loglog( [rl + 4) 
in CJ 2 1 if x is a non-principal Dirichlet character, and in the region 
0 > 1, IzI > z,, > 0 if x is a principal character. The implied constant then 
depends upon zO. 
We define log L(s, x) continuously along the path 2 + 2+ iz -+ a+it, 
with the principal value of the logarithm at s = 2. 
The assertion of Lemma 14 is not uniform in the modulus of x. 
Proof: In what follows we may clearly assume Iz[ to be sufficiently 
large. A classical result in analytic number theory asserts that for a suitable 
positive c, L(s, x) # 0 in the disc Is - 1 - irl <c/log (~1. It is anyway non- 
zero in the half plane Re(s) > 1. Moreover, within this same disc 
L(s, x) < log Iz/ (Prachar [8, Chap. IV, Sect. 5, in particular Satz (5.4)]). 
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Let s,, = 1 + ~(4 log 1~1))’ + in. Then 
log L(h x) = lois IL(h xl + arg Lb,, xl 
6 loglog I tl + 1 p ~ Re’so) 4 loglog I ZI. 
We now apply the Borel-Caratheodory theorem (e.g., Prachar [S, 
Satz (4.2), p. 3831) to deduce that log L(s, x) ~loglog Iz] holds within 
the smaller disc Is - sO 1 6 c(4 log 1~1) ~ ‘. This gives the asserted bound for 
the region l<crdl+c(4log 1~1)~'. For a>l+c(4log]rl))’ the above 
elementary treatment of L(s,, x) leads to a similar bound. 
LEMMA 15. Let k 3 1, r be comprime integers, x 3 2. Suppose that 
p < .Y 
; (1 -rp’Pl’dd 
p=r(mod kl 
holds for a complex V, IV I d 1, and real p, I/31 6 (log x)~I. Then either 
log x < exp(6d (p(k)*) or 
and I1 - q I ’ loglog x 6 e4dqp(k’2. 
The implied constants depends only upon k and d,. 
The same conclusion may be drawn with a rather weaker upper bound 
restriction on I PI. 
Proof: Let CJ = 1 + (log X) ~ ‘. The hypothesis implies that 
Introducing the Dirichlet characters (mod k) we can express this in the 
form 
Hmod k) P 
Since we are in the half-plane Re(s) > 1, each of the series L(s, x) has an 
Euler product, so that we may further write 
C ~(r)((l+Isl’}logL(a,~)-rllogL(o-iB,~) 
dmod k) 
-flog L(o + i/l, x)) d d q(k) + 0( 1). 
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If 1 /?I > 1, then by Lemma 14 the terms with a non-principal character x 
contribute < logloglog X. Since for the principal character x0, log L(a, x0) 
= -log(a - 1) + 0( 1) = loglog x + 0( 1 ), we reach log x G exp(2d q(k)). We 
may therefore assume that 1 BI < 1, so that our main inequality further 
simplifies to 
Cl+ I?12w-& q log i(0 - ib, - q log i(G + ib) d d q(k) + 0( 1). 
On the line-segment Re(s) = CT, 2(a - 1) d z < Im(s) < 1, we have 
++iw)= - ~+j~,!l+al)= -‘+o 
iw 
(f$+ 1). 
Thus by integration 
logi(a+iz)-logi(o+i)= -J1$+O ( ( 0-l,i’$+l) 
and 
1 
logi(0+ir)=log~+u(1). 
A similar argument can be made for negative values of r, so that this 
estimate holds whenever 2(a - 1) d 1~1 d 1. 
Altogether, if I PI 2 2(0 - 1 ), then 
(l+ 1412)log-& 
1 
2Re q log 181 < dq(k) + 0( 1). 
If, further, Re 4 ~0, then again log x < exp(fdcp(k)). Without loss of 
generality Re q > 0, and we write 
It follows that 
I1 - rI * loglog x < d cp(k) + O( 1 ), 
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we may now replace q in the 
hypothesis by 1, provided that d is inflated to 2d( 1 + q(k)) + 0( 1). 
Retracing our steps, this time with P) = 1, we reach 
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Moreover, if ) 81 2 2(a - 1) fails, then we obtain a similar inequality. This 
gives one of the remaining assertions of Lemma 15. 
With the estimate for I/? to hand a further application of the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality enables us to replace j? in the hypothesis by 
zero: 
I’-VI’ c f PbX 
psrfmodk) 
G2 C i ll-Vp’B12+2 1 lP1~p’24exp(4d~(k12). 
p i i p < x 
p E r(mod k) p=rCmodk) 
An application of a sufficiently strong version of Dirichlet’s theorem on 
primes in arithmetic progression (e.g., Prachar [S, IV Satz (7.5)]) now 
completes the proof of Lemma 15. 
LEMMA 16. Let h(t) he a real-valuedfunction defined on the real interval 
c -to, toI, to > 0, and satisfying Ih(t, + tz) - h(t,) - h(t2)l 6 E whenever 
t, , t,, and t, + t, belong to that interval. Then with H = h(t,)/t, it satisfies 
[h(t) - Htl < 3~ uni$ormIy on the same interval. 
Proof: This is proved by Ruzsa [9], who deduces it from an analogous 
but not localized result of Hyers concerning Banach spaces. 
LEMMA 17. There is real p, I put01 d 1, and for each r prime to a, a real 
8,, so that 
i I1 - e”%(p) pip’1 2 < 1 
lJ=r(modul) 
holds uniformly for 1 tl < to. 
Proof. I employ the inequality 
1232122- 11263 c I1 -+, 
j= 1 
valid for all complex numbers zj with 1~~ I = 1, which may be readily 
obtained by applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Set z3 = 
w,(f, +t2)exp(if(tL +f2)f(P)+4tl +t2)logp}),z,=w,(ti)exp(i(t,f(p)+ 
CI( tj) log p} ), j = 1,2. Then it follows from three applications of Lemma 13 
that the hypotheses of Lemma 15 are satisfied with k = a,, q = w,(t, + t2) 
w,(t,) M’,(fZ), P=a(t, +f2)-@(fl)-Cl(tZ). 
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For sufficiently large values of X, independent of the value of t,, 
Lemma 16 shows that /et(t) -ptl <<(log x))’ with p=cr(tO) to’ holds 
uniformly for ItI < t,. In particular, 1 pLfO 1d 1 follows from Lemma 11. 
For each real t in the interval C-t,, t,], let W, = exp(2rciy(t)) where y(t) 
is a real for which the distance to IC/(t)/(271), where 1,9(t) is the function 
appearing in Lemma 13, is minimal (mod 1). 
Let. IIuIl denote the distance of the real u from a nearest integer. This 
satisfies le2rriU - 11 = 2 /Sin x ilull 124 Ilull. By the choice of the r(t), 
l~(t)-+(t)/(2rr)l = IIy(t)--$(t)/(2n)II <d314 may be assumed. Moreover, 
our upper bound on 11 - g12 shows that with E a suitable constant multiple 
of (loglog x))“*, il~(t, + t2) -v(t,) --y(t,)ll 6 E. For each pair (tl, f2) there 
is an integer N such that 
IN- (y(t, +fd-At,)-Ab))l GE. 
Changing the ti to tJ we get a similar inequality with N’ in place of N. In 
particular 
Since $ is a continuous function of t, if the change from tj to ti is suf- 
ficiently small, with 6 small and x large, we have IN- N’I < 1. Thus N = N’ 
and the integer N has the same value for all permitted values of the t,. The 
function u(t) =-v(t) - N now satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 16, and with 
0, = 2m(t,)/t,, we have 
(w,-eer’H~IZ<47c2 Iv(t)-tu(t,) t<‘12<50E2. 
As in the proof of Lemma 15 we may use these results, along with the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, to replace tl and W, in the assertion of 
Lemma 13 by pt and fl,t, respectively, so completing the proof of 
Lemma 17. 
8 
In this section I justify replacing the 8, appearing in Lemma 17 with 
zero, by relating the difference of the additive function f to the difference of 
another additive function concerning whose value distribution we can give 
reasonably sharp information. It is in this section that the full weight of the 
uniformity in t of Lemma 17 is applied. 
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LEMMA 18. The inequality 
.;, W(n)- 1 hW)p-“12~x c lhW)12p-” 
p’” < r p’” < : 
holds uniformly in all complex additive functions h, and real x 3 2. 
Prooj For a proof of this version of the Turk-Kubilius inequality see 
Elliott [ 1, Chap. 43. 
An additive function k(n) is said to be stongly additive if it satisfies 
k(p”) = k(p) for m > 1. In this next lemma k(n) is a real strongly additive 
function which is zero on the primes dividing aB - Ah, and which satisfies 
k(p) = 0 when p > x. Let x 3 2, 
and define 
T,=max Ik(p)lB,(x)-I. 
P < i 
For each real z, let J,(z) denote the frequency, among the integers n not 
exceeding x, of those for which an + b, An + B are both pobitive, and 
k(an + b) - k(An + B) < zB, (x). 
LEMMA 19. There is a number .x1. depending at most upon the ,four 
integers a, A, b, B, so that 
holds uniformly for all real z and .Y > x, . 
ProojI A result of this type was obtained by Kubilius [7], and with a 
sharper error term. For the sharpest result presently available see 
Elliott [ 1, Theorem (20.1)]. There attention is paid to the dependence of 
the error terms upon the various parameters and upon the function k, 
although ‘absolute’ in that context is understood to mean ‘independent of 
the additive functions f, and of the real z.’ 
In all of these proofs the additive functions involved are simulated by 
sums of independent random variables, and this is only possible since with 
(say) t, assumed small, the contribution towards k(n) arising from the 
larger prime divisors of n may be neglected. In the present situation we 
cannot study the difference.f, (an + b) -,f2( An + B) in this manner since the 
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f;(p) may very well be large on the primes near to X. After Lemma 17 we 
shall be able to “change ends” and study our function f through the eye of 
the 0,. 
LEMMA 20. Let the real numbers d,, one for each prime p not exceeding 
x, satisfy 
uniformly for 1 t1 < t,. Then 
Proof (cf. Lemma 2). For real /I # 0, T > 0 
Hence 
Moreover, if 1 fitI 6 rc, then 11 - eili’l > 4 /I fit(2n)-‘ll = 1 /?tl 2/n, so that 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
In the next lemma I seek to construct integers of the form an + b, An + B 
which have as few factors as possible in common with 2aAd. Continuing 
with our earlier notation we set D = (a, b), a, =D-‘a, b, = D-lb, and 
D, = (A, B), A, = D;‘A, B, = D,-‘B. For odd primes p the conditions 
a,n+b, $fOmodp), A,n+B,$O(modp) 
can be simultaneously satisfied, since there are at least three residue classes 
(mod p) to choose from. They can also be satisfied for p = 2 as well, unless 
a, Al is odd and b,, B, are of opposite parity. Except in this case the 
Chinese Remainder Theorem guarantees a residue class n (mod 2aA IA I) 
for which both D-‘(an + b), D;‘(An + B) have no factor in common with 
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2aA Id I. In the exeptional case we can arrange a residue class 
(mod 4aA IAl) so that (20))‘(an+h), D;‘(An+B) have no factor in 
common with 2aA ldl. We call the pairs {D, D,} and (20, Dl} fixed- 
divisor pairs of the sequences an + b, An + B. For a more elaborate 
discussion of the possible such divisor pairs see Elliott [2, Chap. 31. 
LEMMA 21. Let {p,} be a sequence of primes in the interval 
3 bp, 6 yl”O, and not dividing 2uAA. Then for ally sufficiently large in terms 
of the integers a, A, b, B, there are at least 
(104uA IAl))’ n (1 -$) 
J J 
integers n for which an + b and An + B do not exced y, are not divisible by 
any pJ, and have a (n appropriate) fixed-divisor pair. This result is untform in 
the sets of primes pi. 
Proof This is a lower bound sieve estimate, obtained with the method 
of Selberg, as in Elliott [l, Lemma (2.1)]. The constants appearing are 
nowhere near ‘best,’ but are explicit and readily available. In the notation 
used there we set z = Y”~, r = yl”‘, and note that n(p) = 2p-‘. Thus 
S62 c 1% P. log Y 1+0(l),<- log Z 
p, < yl!‘o Pj 
35 +Wl)<- 8 
for all large y, and the conditions required to make 2H < exp( -0,006) in 
that result are satisfied. 
Completion of the proof of Lemma 7. Define an additive function k by 
k(pj)=f(p)+O,+plogp, ifp=r(modu,) and If(p)+8,+plogpl ~2t;‘, 
to be zero on other prime-powers. From Lemma 17, and Lemma 20 with 
d, = k(p), there is a constant co, depending at most upon the four integers 
a, b, A, and B, so that 
1 j<co. 
p < .r 
Ik(PJl > zr,;’ 
Define 
so that 
y = (104aA /Al))’ 
lk(P)l > 21,’ 
exp( -co) > 0, 
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independent of x. For m = 0, 1, . . . . set x, = x”/~~)~. Then 
and if Y is fixed at a sufftciently large value, there will be an m, 0 6 m d r, 
such that 
Let y=x, for the first such m. 
We apply Lemma 21, taking for the pj those primes, not dividing 
2aA (Al, for which (k(p)(>2t;‘,p<y . ‘17’ Since the number of integers 
an + b or An + B, not exceeding .r, which are divisible by such a prime 
greater than .r”70 is at most 
2 
.).1’70 c ( <ps, 
y-+0(1) <$ 
P 1 
lklP)l > 4’ 
for large enough x (and so y), we can find at least 4yy/9 integers n for 
which an + b, An + B do not exceed ,v, and have no prime-divisor p 3 3 
with jk(p)l > 2t; I. Moreover, their prime factors in common with 2aA IAl 
are confined to a fixed-divisor pair, (A,, A,) say. I shall show that at the 
expense of a fixed proportion of the frequency 4y/9, further convenient 
properties may be demanded of these integers. 
With 
we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
Ik(an+b)-k(An+B)12d2 lk(an+b)-HI’+2 Ik(An+B)-HI2 
and the TurinKubilius inequality (Lemma 18) to obtain, again applying 
Lemma 17 with Lemma 20, 
c Ik(an+b)-k(An+B124yt&‘. 
max,an+h,An+b)~., 
Provided we fix E, at a sufficiently small value, depending only upon the 
integers a, 6, A, and B, there will be 4.s: ,v <y-v/9 integers, counted in this 
sum, for which lk(an + b) - k(An + BI > (E, to) ‘. 
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Moreover, if 6 is suffkiently small and .Y sufficiently large, 
y > 2x’ max(a, A). Then by an hypothesis of Lemma 7 
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2 we see that among the integers n with 
max(an + b, An + B) dy, those for which If(an + b) -f(An + B) - v(y)1 > 
2ti’ are not more than 
in number. 
Set 
44= 1 8, c 1, 
(r.rr,)= 1 Plfl 
p-r(moda,) 
where the outer sum runs over a complete set of reduced residue classes 
(mod a,). On the primes which further satisfy Ik(p)l 62t;’ we have 
o(p) = k(p) -f(p) - p log p. Altogether we have constructed a sequence of 
integers n, with max(an + h, An + B) < y, at least yy/9 in number, on which 
lo(an + b) -w(An + B) + v(y) + ‘1, I < dt,‘, 
where qI is the sum of p log(a/A) and certain terms arising from the fixed- 
divisor pair { ,I,, Ee2 >, and where the constant d depends at most upon the 
four integers a, b, A, and B. If, as in the notation of Lemma 19, we set 
rlz= -(v(~)+v,)B,(y)-‘, == d( to B, (y)) ~ ‘, then within the conventions 
of that lemma 
In the present circumstances, ~~ < (loglog X) ~ li2, and for large enough x 
the error term in Lemma 19 will not exceed y/18. Hence 
and 
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Applications of the CauchyySchwarz inequality now enable us to 
replace the 8, in the inequalities of Lemma 17 with zero, and the proof of 
Lemma 7 is complete. 
9 
Completion of the proof of Theorem 1. I continue with the notation 
g(n) = exp(itf(n)) for an additive function $ For x 2 2, r > 0, w > 0 define 
LEMMA 22. Let a > 0, A > 0, h, B he integers for which aB # Ah, x > 2. 
There are constants c2, 0 < c2 < 1, and c, so that if a completely additive 
function f satisfies 
sup y-’ c Ig(an+b)-e”“““g(An+ B)I 66 
@<).G Y n <I’ 
(22) 
for some v(y), and a 6 in the range (log x) (‘> < 6 6 f, untformly for 
1 t) 6 t,, t, > 0, then 
L(x, t,, log x) d f log f implies L(x, t,, 1 + log x) < cj. 
The constant c2 is absolute, c3 depends at most upon the four initial integers. 
Proof: Suppose that for a real ,~i, I p, to I d log x, the inequality 
holds uniformly for I tl < to. For sufficiently large .x 
?:p’n;, texp(iuIt{log(an+b)-log(An+B)-log(a/A)})-11 
<Y ’ 1 
IPIt -4 y -‘(logx)‘<6 
n,c I n 
uniformly for x6 < y <x. The function g(n) &‘I therefore satisfies the 
hypotheses of Lemma 7 with v(y) + log(a/A) in place of v(y), and 26 in 
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place of 6. Here we have assumed, as we may, that 6 < i. According to that 
lemma, if 6 is sufficiently small, there is a ,u, 1 ,uL~J < 1, so that 
uniformly for ItI d t,. Adjusting the value of c3, if necessary, to take care of 
the remaining range of h-values, we complete the proof of Lemma 22. 
Proof qf Theorem 1. For all sufficiently large x, say x 2 x,,, 
Fix a positive value of 6, not exceeding f, so that 4 log( l/6) > C~ + 5. For 
this value of 6 there will be a positive r and an xi so that the condition 
(22) of Lemma 22, with V(JJ) = V(J)), holds uniformly for x > x,, for )tl < r. 
Let x2 = max(x,, x,). Choose a positive t, < r so that L(x, t,, 1 + log x) < 
c3 holds for x < x2. This can be done since every such L does not exceed 
where the sum is continuous in t and is zero for t = 0. It will now follow 
that L(x, t,, 1 + log x) 6 cj holds for x > x2 as well. 
Suppose to the contrary that L(x, t,, 1 + log x) > c3 for some x>x2. 
Then by Lemma 22 whatever the value of p, so long as 1 ptO I < log x, we 
have 
and therefore 
Hence 
L(.u/e, t,, 1 + log(x/e)) > cj. 
Continuing inductively in this manner we reach a J’ < x2 for which 
L(y, t,, 1 + log y) > cX, which is impossible. 
For each x 3 2 there is a real ,U = p(x), I ptO I < 1 + log x, so that 
1 ;1- I1 -g(P)P’p’12dc, 
/ICY 
(23) 
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uniformly for ItI < t,. Eliminating the g(p), p <x, between this and a 
similar inequality with M; in place of x, x < w d x2 (cf. the proof of 
Lemma 17), we see that 
With t = t, an application of Lemma 15 shows that to( p(x) - p(w)) < 
(log x) ~ ‘, the implied constant depending at most upon c3. For m z n 2 2 
and by Cauchy’s criterion --CI = lim ~(2’“) as n -+ co, exists. Moreover, 
every real x 2 2 lies in some interval 22n < x < 22”+‘, so that to( p(x) + a) 4 
(log x)- ‘. Using this to replace p in (23) we reach 
uniformly in 1 tl 6 t , .  An appeal to Lemma 20 completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
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